Abstract: Foreign-accented speech can be difficult to understand but listeners can adapt to novel talkers and accents with appropriate experience. Previous studies have demonstrated talker-independent but accent-dependent learning after training on multiple talkers from a single language background. Here, listeners instead were exposed to talkers from five language backgrounds during training. After training, listeners generalized their learning to novel talkers from language backgrounds both included and not included in the training set. These findings suggest that generalization of foreign-accent adaptation is the result of exposure to systematic variability in accented speech that is similar across talkers from multiple language backgrounds.
Introduction
The need to communicate with people who speak with a foreign accent is a frequent occurrence. For example, there are now more non-native than native talkers of English (e.g., Graddol, 1997 Graddol, , 2006 Jenkins, 2000) , and interactions between these groups are increasingly common. While some foreign-accented talkers are immediately intelligible to native listeners even if they are easily identifiable as non-native talkers, others require considerable listener effort in order to be understood. Nevertheless, with appropriate experience, listeners are usually able to adapt to novel talkers and accents (Clarke and Garrett, 2004; Bradlow and Bent, 2008; Sidaras et al., 2009) . The broad question of interest in the current study is what circumstances during training facilitate highly generalized adaptation to foreign-accented speech. That is, what types of exposure during training enable listeners to better understand foreign-accented talkers whom they have not encountered before? Our hypothesis is that generalization of adaptation to foreign-accented speech in a given target language (in our case, English) is facilitated by exposure to systematic variability along the dimension(s) of desired generalization. We test this idea here through an examination of generalization to talkers who speak with a novel accent (i.e., who come from a native language background that is different than previously encountered foreign accented-talkers).
Consistent with the exposure-to-variability hypothesis, previous work demonstrated generalization of adaptation to foreign-accented speech to novel talkers within an accent (i.e., within a group of talkers who share a native language background) following exposure to multiple talkers (but not to a single talker) of that particular accent (Bradlow and Bent, 2008; Sidaras et al., 2009) . Thus, some aspect of exposure to multiple talkers with a common accent facilitates talker-independent learning. A possible candidate is the similarity in target language (L2) production across talkers from the same native language (L1) background that arises from L1-L2 interactions at the segmental (e.g., Best et al., 2001) , phonotactic (e.g., Weber and Cutler, 2006) , and prosodic (e.g., Baker, 2010) levels. For example, a common feature of Spanish-accented English is the insertion of a vowel before word-initial consonant clusters (e.g., "esky" for "sky") due to the prohibition of such clusters in Spanish (Carlisle, 1991) . Similarly, Dutch talkers frequently have difficulty producing the English vowel contrast in "pen" and "pan" because the vowel system in Dutch does not contain this contrast (Cutler et al., 2004) . Thus, listeners may learn to recognize the systematicity of these patterns across talkers from a specific language background, and hence to perceive these patterns in novel talkers from that language background. Moreover, this hypothesis also predicts that while exposure to multiple talkers from a given language background should result in generalization to a novel talker from that language background, it should not benefit recognition of speech in a novel accent because the dimension(s) of variability that are key to recognition of the novel accent likely will differ from those to which the listener has already been exposed. Bradlow and Bent (2008) reported just this result (adaptation to a novel talker of Mandarin-accented English but not to a talker of Slovakian-accented English following exposure to multiple talkers of Mandarin-accented English).
Here we test another prediction of the general hypothesis that exposure to systematic variability along the relevant dimension(s) facilitates generalization of adaptation to foreign-accented speech, namely, that listeners will generalize their adaptation to foreign accents to both untrained talkers and untrained accents if exposed to sufficient systematic variability across multiple accents. Systematic variation across accents results from typologically rare features of the target language sound structure. For example, the English vowel in the word "but" is difficult to produce for talkers from a wide range of native languages including Italian (Flege et al., 1999) , Japanese (Oh, et al., 2011) , and Spanish (Fox et al., 1995) and probably many other languages since this vowel is absent from the vowel inventory of many languages. Similarly, non-native talkers of English from a variety of language backgrounds fail to reduce unstressed syllables to the same extent as native English talkers, thereby giving foreign-accented English a deviant overall temporal structure (Baker et al., 2011) . Another source of similarity across L2 talkers from various L1 backgrounds is the general difficulty of L2 speech production encountered by L2 talkers regardless of the particular L1 and L2 involved. Speaking a foreign language is more effortful and less automatic than speaking a native language, which typically results in a markedly slower speech rate for foreign-accented speech (e.g., Guion et al., 2000) . Therefore, it is possible that these sources of variability will result in systematicity in foreign-accented speech that provides listeners with the leverage they need in order to achieve accent-independent learning. To test this possibility, we exposed participants to the speech of multiple talkers who each came from a different language background. We then examined their recognition of foreign-accented speech by novel talkers from accent backgrounds both included and not included in the initial exposure set. If listeners are able to adapt to variability across individual talkers from multiple foreign accents (one talker per accent), they should adapt to both a novel accent and to a novel talker from a previously encountered accent. However, if listeners are only able to adapt to variability resulting from multiple talkers of a single-foreign-accent background, they should not adapt to a novel accent. Simultaneously, adaptation to novel talkers from previously encountered language backgrounds should be inhibited.
Methods
A total of 30 native, monolingual English listeners between 18 and 34 yrs old served as participants. None of the participants reported speech or hearing deficits, or had studied the native languages of the talkers used in either the exposure or test materials presented here. Furthermore, participants were screened for previous significant exposure to foreign-accented speech in general (beyond the particular foreign-accents represented in the materials used in this study), and had not participated in previous studies of adaptation to foreign-accented speech.
The overall design of this study closely follows the design of the training study from Bradlow and Bent (2008) . Materials came from the Northwestern University Foreign-Accented English Speech Database (NUFAESD), which includes four Bamford-Kowal-Bench (BKB) sentence lists (Bamford and Wilson, 1979; Bench and Bamford, 1979) recorded by a total of 32 non-native talkers of English from various native language backgrounds. Each list contained 16 simple declarative sentences with 3 or 4 keywords for a total of 50 keywords per list. The contents and design of this database are discussed at length in Bent and Bradlow (2003) and Bradlow and Bent (2008) .
The present study involved two training sessions conducted over two consecutive days followed by two post-tests which were administered on the second day immediately following the second training session. During each of the two training sessions, the trainees were exposed to five repetitions of one list of BKB sentences (5 Â 16 ¼ 80 sentences/day; 160 sentences total). Each repetition was produced by a talker from a different native language background (Thai, Korean, Hindi, Romanian, and Mandarin). Thus the trainees (n ¼ 10) were exposed to five foreign-accented English talkers, each with a different accent. The training and test talkers were all males with midrange intelligibility as assessed by native English listeners during the development of the NUFAESD. The sentences presented during the training phase were blocked by talker, and the order of the 16 sentences within each block was the same. In the posttests, trainees were exposed to a third set of BKB sentences produced by a novel Mandarin-accented English talker (an accent encountered during training) and a fourth set produced by a novel Slovakian-accented English talker (a novel accent). Neither test talker was included in any training set. All sentences were mixed with white noise at a signal-to-noise ratio of þ5 dB. The noise began 500 ms before and ended 500 ms after each sentence presentation. Sentences were presented over headphones at a comfortable listening level.
The listeners' task during both the training and the post-tests was to write down the sentences they heard. No feedback was given in either phase. In the posttest, the three to four keywords in each sentence were scored as either correct or incorrect, yielding an overall recognition accuracy score (proportion words correctly recognized).
We compared the performance of the multiple-foreign-accent training group to that of the no-foreign-accent and single-foreign-accent training groups from Bradlow and Bent (2008) (their task control and multiple-talker groups). The noforeign-accent group (n ¼ 10) served as a control group. Those trainees were exposed to five different native, male talkers of American English producing the BKB sentences. That is, they were trained with the same sentence list and with multiple talkers like all of the other groups but they were not exposed to any foreign-accented speech before the test. The single-foreign-accent group (n ¼ 10) was exposed to a set of five male, Mandarin-accented English talkers. Thus, those listeners were exposed to a number of different talkers, all of whom had the same foreign accent. A direct comparison across all of these groups was possible because both the training and test procedures, and the talkers and sentences in the post-tests, were identical across all training groups in the present study and in Bradlow and Bent (2008) .
To analyze the data, logistic mixed effects regression models were implemented in R package lme4 (Bates and Macheler, 2009) , with performance on the post-tests as the dependent variable. The training group (no-foreign-accent, single-foreign-accent, and multiple-foreign-accent) was entered as a fixed effect. Random intercepts were included for listener and sentence, and random slopes were included for the training group (by items) and post-test talker (by subjects). The inclusion of random intercepts and slopes allowed for simultaneous modeling of participant and item effects within a single analysis. Separate regressions were performed for each post-test (i.e., proportion of words correct for the Mandarin and Slovakian post-tests were the dependent variables in two separate regression analyses). In order to assess the full set of comparisons among the three levels of the training group we re-ordered the dummy variables within the model twice so each level became the referent level for comparison.
Results

Generalization to a novel talker with a novel accent
Training on multiple accents, excluding Slovakian-accented English, resulted in generalization to a novel Slovakian-accented talker while training on multiple talkers of Mandarin-accented English did not (see Fig. 1 ). The logistic mixed effects regression model revealed that performance on the novel Slovakian-accented talker for the multiple-foreign-accent training group (current data) was significantly better than that for both the no-foreign-accent (data from Bradlow and Bent, 2008) group (b ¼ 0.94, z ¼ 2.39, p < 0.02) and the single-foreign-accent (data from Bradlow and Bent, 2008) group (b ¼ À0.58, z ¼ À2.99, p < 0.005). In contrast, performance on the Slovakianaccented talker did not differ significantly between the single-foreign-accent and the no-foreign-accent training groups (z < 1). Thus, after training on multiple accents, listeners generalized their learning to a novel talker from a language background that was not included in the training set.
Generalization to a novel talker with a familiar accent
Training on multiple different accents, one of which was Mandarin-accented English, resulted in as much generalization to a novel talker of Mandarin-accented English as did training on multiple talkers of Mandarin-accented English (see Fig. 2 ). The logistic mixed effects regression revealed that performance on the novel Mandarin-accented talker for both the single-foreign-accent and the multiple-foreign-accent training groups was significantly better than that of the no-foreign-accent training group (b ¼ 0.66, z ¼ 2.1, p < 0.05 and b ¼ 0.7, z ¼ 2.25, p < 0.03, respectively). Furthermore, performance did not differ between the single-foreign-accent and multiple-foreign-accent training groups (z < 1). Thus, after training on multiple accents, listeners generalized their learning to a novel talker from a language background that was included in the training set.
Discussion
In this study we examined what circumstances facilitate generalization of perceptual adaptation to foreign-accented speech. We hypothesized that exposure to systematic variability along specific dimensions results in generalization along those dimensions. Specifically, we examined whether exposure to talkers from a variety of native language backgrounds would allow listeners to generalize their adaptation to novel talkers from language backgrounds they had experience with, as well as to talkers from novel language backgrounds. In previous research, we have reported talker-independent adaptation to foreign-accented speech following exposure during training to multiple talkers of a single foreign accent (Bradlow and Bent, 2008 ; see also Sidaras et al., 2009) . Whereas talker variability in the earlier studies allowed for generalization of learning across talkers from a shared L1 background to a novel talker from that same L1 background (i.e., talker-independent but accent-specific generalization), accent variability in the present study allowed for generalization of learning across talkers from various accents to a novel talker with a novel accent (i.e., both talker-and accentindependent generalization). We suggest that exposure to multiple foreign accents highlights commonalities across various foreign accents of (in this case) English. These commonalities may derive from typological peculiarities of the sound structure of English that provoke similar production difficulties for talkers from multiple language backgrounds and/or from the general difficulty of speaking in a non-native language, which results in accent-general features such as a slow speaking rate. The idea is that these commonalities lend systematicity to the variation across the accents, and that listeners use this systematic variability to generalize what they learned in training to a novel talker from an unfamiliar language background. It should be noted that the specific similarities among the multiple foreign accents used in this study have not been identified in the materials used here. However, as mentioned in Sec. 1, there are some global properties that are similar across many foreign-accented talkers of English (e.g., difficulties with the crowded vowel space, diminished unstressed vowel reduction, and reduced speech rate) and the materials of the present study would presumably have represented all of these (and possibly other additional) general features of foreign-accented English. This study also demonstrated that listeners generalize to a novel talker with an accent included in the multiple-accent training set (i.e., Mandarin-accented English), indicating that talker-independent/accent-dependent learning was not sacrificed in order for increased generalization of adaptation to occur in the multiple-accent group. That is, performance on the Mandarin-accented English post-test was not compromised by exposure to multiple foreign accents relative to exposure to multiple talkers of Mandarin-accented English. It is unlikely that the Mandarin-accented talker included in the training set is a "golden talker" whose inherent range of systematic variability allows generalization to a novel talker of Mandarin-accented English as well as to a novel accent even though the listeners were only exposed to this single talker; Bradlow and Bent (2008) reported that exposure to this exact talker alone did not generalize to a novel talker of Mandarin-accented English. The difference between the single-talker training from the earlier study and the multiple-foreign-accent training from the present study is the inclusion in the present study of accent variability from the talkers of four other L1 backgrounds (i.e., the training set included five distinct foreign-accents, not just five talkers of a consistent foreign-accent).
A potential alternative explanation for the present results is that generally looser criteria for the match between speech input and lexical representations are employed when listeners are faced with non-optimal speech signals. This alternative has been offered for eye-tracking data demonstrating that listeners adjust their expectations regarding viable competitors for words presented in the context of other words that are partially masked by background noise (McQueen and Huettig, 2012) or subject to phonetic reduction (Brouwer et al., 2012) . Further investigation is required to help disambiguate this hypothesis from our proposal based on adaptation to systematicity (e.g., see Wade et al., 2007) .
In summary, the results of the current study demonstrate that accentindependent adaptation to foreign-accented speech is possible after exposure to multiple talkers with different foreign accents. We show that listeners are able to generalize to novel talkers from a novel language background as well as from a language background included in training. We suggest that this generalization is a result of exposure to systematic variation during training.
